
4. History of Vector Bundles

Vector bundles were invented by Sir Professor
Doctor Mr. Viktor Von Bundle in the duchy of
Manifoldia in the Topos kingdom. Sadly, this
is the only thing Von Bundle is known for, as
immediately after defining vector bundles, he
trivialized himself into the other k−3 dimensions
of a k bundle over the torus. His work was picked
up by his son, Fibre Von Bundle, who general-
ized his father’s work in his famous thesis, where
which he showed that all vector bundles can be
linked together by the number 42. This work
is now lost, but to this day, many mathemati-
cians, physicists, and politicians are interested
in computing bundle invariants of manifolds, the
universe, and everything.

In the words of Prime Minister Jean Chrétien,

“A bundle is a bundle. What
kind of a bundle? A vector bun-
dle. A bundle is a bundle. And If
you have a good bundle, it’s be-
cause it’s locally a product with
Rk”
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Section 3. Sections’ section

The projection π ∶ E → M sends an entire
Rk to a point. This trivializes the vector space.
Vector spaces want to be important, so they
defined:

Definition. A section of a vector bundle E over
M is a map σ ∶M → E such that π ○ σ = id.

Imagine the possibilities! We can now asso-
ciate a vector to every point in M . This is where
the º☆☆☆ happens.

Example 2.1. If E is the tangent bundle (the
smooth gluing of tangent spaces of a manifold
M), then a section of E is a vector field on M .

Figure 3. A section of the tan-
gent bundle of a section of a sur-
face
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7.TheHopfFibration

WouldyoubelieveitifwetoldyouthatS3is
afibrebundleoverS2?Youbetterbelieveit!

Example7.1.ThinkofS3⊂R4=Hastheunit
sphereinthequaternions.Letp∈S2⊂R3= I(H)begiven,thenwedefine:

ϕ(q)=qpq−1∈H
Weleaveittoyoutoverifythatϕ(q)∈I(H), andhasnorm1,meaningthatϕ(q)∈S2.

Additionally,

ϕ−1(p′)=S3
∩spanR{p+p′,pp′−1}

istheintersectionofasphereinR4witha2-
dimensionalhyperplane,whichistotesS1.Thus,
S3isafibrebundleoverS2withfibresS1.

IfwestereographicallyprojectS3→R3,we
cancolourthefibres:
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Azinededicatedtoansweringtheage-oldques-
tion:

“1-bundle,2-bundle,
fibrebundle,vectorbundle?”
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5. The Harry Potter Ball Theorem

Some manifolds have nice sections on their
tangent bundles. Some don’t. Some manifolds
don’t have any interesting sections; they are just
points.

Theorem 5.1. If s is a section of the tangent
bundle of S2, then there is a point x ∈ S2 such
that s(x) = (x,0).

In other words, every vector field on S2 van-
ishes at some point.

Proof. Invert the sphere:

The winding number is 2

and nonvanishing vector fields have winding
number 0. �
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2. Vector Bundle Pop Quiz

Joke 1. What do you get when you cross a baby
with a manifold?

Solution. A bundle of joy (see fig. 2). �

Figure 2. A vector bundle that
makes you happy

Joke 2. What happens when you cross a citrus
fruit with a bull?

Solution. A trivial lime bundle over a torus. �
Joke 3. What do you call a vector bundle that
makes you groan?

Solution. A vector pundle. �
Joke 4. What do you call a violently shaking
bunny?

Solution. The Hop vibration (see p.8). �
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6.OtherFibrations

Whyrestricttovectorspaces?

Definition.Afibrebundlewithfibremanifold
Foverann-dimensionalmanifoldMisaman-
ifoldE,withasurjectivemapofmanifolds
π∶E→Msuchthatthefibresofπareisomor-
phictothemanifoldF,andlocally,themanifold
ElookslikethemanifoldRn×F.
ManifoldManifoldManifoldManifoldManifold.

Remark.Thisdefinitionalsoworksforgeneral
topologicalspaces,notjustmanifolds.

Example6.1.Thetorusisthetrivialfibrebundle
overS1withfibreS1,sincethetorusisS1×S1.

Figure4.Thetorusisa(trivial)
fibrebundle.
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1.What’savectorbundleandwhere
aremyglasses?

Definition.LetMbeanm-dimensionalman-
ifold.Avectorbundleofrankk(sometimes
calledak-bundle)isamanifoldE,equipped
withaprojectionπ∶E→Msuchthat:

(1)π−1(x)isavectorspace≅Rk.
(2)Foreveryx∈Mthereexistsaneighbour-

hoodU⊂Mandahomeomorphismϕa∶ U×Rk→π−1(U)forwhich(π○ϕ)=id
andv→ϕ(x,v)isalinearisomorphism.

Alinebundleisavectorbundleofrank1.

AvectorbundleEofrankkiscalledtrivial
ifE≅M×Rk.Wethinkofavectorbundleasa
smoothwaytogluevectorspacestoM.

Figure1.Trivialandnon-trivial
1-bundlesoverS1
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